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LETTER  TO  A

COLUMBINE STUDENT
              
               

Dear Devon,

I read your well-written essay printed on page 41 of the 23 August
1999 issue of Newsweek, and felt led to write you.  I was sickened by the
murderous rampage suffered by students and faculty of the Columbine
High School.  

As a gunowner, gun books author, and defensive shooting instruc-
tor, there are some thoughts I'd like to share with you about Columbine
and your essay.  This letter is much longer than I had expected it to be, but
my readers tell me that my style is very easy to read, so I hope that you'll
give it a chance.  

Emotionalist arguments have been effective...on you
Although you are obviously a sincere and articulate young lady

traumatized by a terrible event, much of your essay regarding suggested
new "gun controls" was misguided, ill-reasoned, or based on emotional-
ism.  (Are you brave enough to read on and give me the chance to prove
it?)

This may sound like stern talk.  It is.  But since you have joined a po-
litical lobbying group and have had a full page essay printed in a national
magazine, you're now in (at least for awhile) the "big leagues."  Hearing
criticism is part of that new arena.  If you're mature enough to purport to
speak to America and influence national legislation directly affecting
nearly half of her households, then you're mature enough to hear me out.
(And I promise not to be mean or ugly, O.K.?)

Another thing that I promise is that I'll be honest with you.  I won't
lie; I won't exaggerate.  The 2nd Amendment issue has truth on its side,



and I won't jeopardize a perfectly defensible position by using specious
reasoning or half-truths.

The real meaning of "gun control"
Probably without realizing it, you use the catchphrases of others.

As I'll explain later, catchphrases are designed with political agendas in
mind.  If "gun control" meant only keeping guns out violent hands, I'd not
only use the phrase, I'd support it.  But "gun control" means much more
than that.  It has to, because every criminal use of guns is already

against the law!  It is already unlawful to use a gun to:  rob, intimidate,
rape, assault, kidnap, hijack, murder, etc.  Think about that.

So, there is more to that seemingly innocent catchphrase.  Its pur-
pose is not to control guns, or even criminals.  It's purpose is to control
people by making them helpless, and thus requiring police (i.e., govern-
ment) protection.  It is statistically irrefutable that those American cities
with stringent "gun control" (e.g., N.Y.C., D.C., Chicago, L.A.) have
higher crime rates.  It is also irrefutable that those 31 states which have
made concealed carry of handguns easy for law-abiding citizens have cor-
respondingly enjoyed significant drops in their crime rates.  Finally, if you
look at the British and Australian recent experiments with gun confisca-
tion (not just "control"), those two countries are suffering from a new
crime wave.   The evidence is clear and unanimous:

"gun control"  is  actually "victim disarmament"

It is government's nature to want to control its citizens beyond any level
proper for fighting crime.  Government wants to be like a bossy mother
who can't see "her" kids as grown adults:  

Parents keep poison, knives, and matches out of the reach of two-
year olds because of the high probability of injury or death.

-- Pete Shields; Guns Don't Die--People Do

(...and therefore the government should keep guns out of the "childlike"
hands of private citizens.)  

Politicians and the media
I also believe that victim disarmament politicians and "advocacy

journalism" media are shamelessly using you and the Columbine tragedy
to further their own goals--goals which many people see as wholly uncon-
stitutional.  Had Columbine not occurred, do you honestly think that you
would have been invited to the White House or published in Newsweek?
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The moral high ground of a victim is a powerful and heady thing, but it has
a very short half-life.  To them, your grief was useful then.

For example, Pete Shields of Handgun Control, Inc. brazenly uses
emotionalism to further HCI's agenda.  He called it their "Victims Strat-
egy":

It is the emotional appeal of the victim's story which assures
communication, attention, and an emotional involvement on the part
of those who are already known to be sympathetic on an intellec-
tual level.  Using victims is the most effective way, I believe, to
conduct an educational campaign that will result in a constituency
willing to vote on the basis of this issue.  (p.57)

-- Pete Shields; Guns Don't Die--People Do

Since facts and common sense are enemies of "victim disarmament," its
proponents cannot make any sustainable intellectual argument.  That's
why they must resort to the shameful use of victims, exploiting their gore
and grief in order to "educate" through emotions (which is an oxymoron).  

Another professional victim disarmament lobbyist argued for
applying the same emotionalist tactic to semi-auto military-pattern
firearms:

The [assault] weapon's menacing looks, coupled with the confusion
over fully automatic machine guns versus [semi-automatic] assault
weapons--anything that looks like a machine gun is assumed

to be a machine gun--can only increase the chance of [ignorant]
public support for restrictions on these weapons.

-- Josh Sugarmann, Violence Policy Center

Christians, self-defense, and guns
In your magazine picture you are wearing a cross on your necklace.

On the assumption that you are a Christian (as am I), I will begin there.  
In the Garden of Gethsemane, when Jesus knew that He would

shortly be arrested, He gave His disciples what He knew would be some
last minute instructions.  In Luke 22:36, He admonished them to buy a
sword, even if they had to sell their coat to afford it.  (The disciples said
that they had two swords among them, and Jesus replied, "It is enough.")
This was an amazing command, for two reasons.

The coat
First, back then a coat also served as one's groundcloth and sleeping

blanket for the freezing desert nights.  It was no trivial matter to go without
one--one could die from exposure.  
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The sword
Second, that Jesus specified a sword over other weapons is particu-

larly significant.  Jesus could have urged the carrying of a pocketknife,
dagger, or axe--but He didn't.  He said sword.  A sword's only real purpose
is for combat; for killing people in self-defense.  Before the invention of
the longbow, the sword was the most capable weapon an individual could
carry and wield.  Few people could afford one, as they cost many months
of wages.  I do not exaggerate in the slightest when I equate the 1st Cen-
tury sword to the 20th Century military-style full-auto rifle.  The sword of
Judea was the fully-automatic M16 of today.  

When the use of weapons is inappropriate
Once the mob came to arrest Jesus, Peter sliced off the high priest's

servant's ear with his sword, a personal weapon already on Peter's person.
Jesus's rebuke in Mark 26:52 of "Those who take the sword shall perish
with the sword" had to do with Peter's substitution of a weapon for his lack
of faith, and his lack of understanding of God's sacrificial plan for Jesus.
(Note that Peter did not attack a soldier, or even the high priest.  He at-
tacked a defenseless servant, in an empty gesture of rage.  No doubt be-
cause of this, Jesus also disapproved.)

If Jesus had objected to general sword carrying by His disciples, He
wouldn't have commanded them to buy swords, and  Peter would not have
been allowed to be armed in the Garden.

The difference between "kill" and "murder"
Finally, the correct Hebrew translation of Thou shalt not kill

(ratsach; Exodus 20:13) is Thou shalt not murder--a different matter
entirely than justifiable self-defense homicide.  Numbers 35:16-29
explains the difference between killing and murder.  Christians are not to
permit their own murders.

Even the Talmud and the Koran plainly state that it's no sin to kill a
killer, so I really can't see how anybody can have, after much study and
thought, a problem with self-defense.  Since you "can even see someone
having a handgun in the home for protection," we probably somewhat
agree on this issue.  

Good Guys and Bad Guys
Devon, there are people in the world who delight in doing evil and

harming others.  There always have been, and there always will be.  Only
half of them are in prison at any given time.  Fortunately, these evil people
are outnumbered 400 to 1 by ordinary folks like you and me who don't
want to hurt anybody.  
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You might not know that peaceable, law-abiding Americans use
their personal firearms about 5,500 times a day for self-defense.  (This was
discovered in the now-famous Kleck study, which won a prestigious
award for its research quality.)  Not that there are 5,500 defensive shoot-
ings a day, as the mere display of a gun and verbal warning to an attacker
usually resolves the situation without any shots fired.  In fact, private citi-
zens justifiably shoot nearly three times more violent criminals than do the
police, while wounding far fewer bystanders than do the police.  (The me-
dia doesn't admit this, but the NRA compiles news clippings of such inci-
dents in The Armed Citizen.)  

If only 1% of decent folks will bother to learn how to safely use a
pistol and carry it daily, they will still outnumber the Bad Guys 4 to 1.  Car-
rying it in public is a must, as 87% of violent crime happens outside the
home.  

At Pearl High School in Mississippi on 1 October 1997, Assistant
Principal Joel Myrick prevented, with his own handgun, further blood-
shed by Luke Woodham.  Mr. Myrick (who had his gun in his car and had
to run a quarter-mile off school grounds to get it) was a true hero--but you
wouldn't have known that from the media.  Of the 700 news stories, only
19 mentioned Myrick, and just 9 explained that he used his own gun to
stop the killing.

If only one teacher that morning at Columbine was armed to have
reduced (or prevented) all those deaths and injuries.  

What's really the problem
Evil men can always get a weapon.  They do so even in prisons (the

most controlled environment possible), so how can any mere law (which
criminals do not obey, because they're criminals) stop them?  

But laws and regulations do hinder (if not prevent) many peaceful
Americans from owning and carrying the most efficient tool for daily pos-
sible self-defense--a handgun.

So, if we really want to be honest, it's not so much that the Bad Guys
are armed (because there's little to stop them), it's that the Good Guys are
not.

"Leave the Bad Guys to the police.  That's their job!"
Yes, it's their "job," but keeping the peace is the responsibility of all

adults.  The police force as we know it today is a recent institution (begin-
ning in the early 1900s in the large cities).  Back then, Americans under-
stood their responsibility to apprehend criminals if the opportunity
occurred.  In a way, the whole country was like a Neighborhood Watch
program.
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95% of all 911 responses are too late to stop the crime!
So, the average 911 caller, terrified for his/her life, has only a 1-in-

20 chance of having the police arrive in time.  
(But, why call the police in the first place?  Because the police are

armed!  Well, why are so many people unarmed?  Often, because the law
required it!  Hmmm.)

The police don't have to protect you!
Here's something else.  During the research for my first book, I was

shocked to learn that the police have no legally enforceable duty to protect
any individual from criminals.  If an attacker broke into your home and
you frantically dialed 911, and the police were too late (or never showed
up) to prevent a tragedy, you could not sue them and win.  

This is because you had no "specific relationship" with them.  You
are merely part of society at large.  I wish that this were just some weird
exception, but this is how the courts have always ruled (e.g., Hartzler v.
San Jose, Warren v. D.C., and dozens of others).  

It's up to us to defend ourselves.  This has been true before police,
and since.  (A great book on this issue is called Dial 911 and Die--The
Shocking Truth about the Police Protection Myth from the Jews for the
Preservation of Firearms Ownership.  www.jpfo.org)

Gun laws are an attempt to nationalize the right of self-defense.
Politicians perennially react to the police's abject failure to prevent
crime by trying to disarm law-abiding citizens.  The worse govern-
ment fails to control crime, the more politicians want to restrict indi-
vidual's rights to defend themselves.

But police protection in most places is typical government work
--slow, inefficient, and unreliable.  According to laws on the books
in many states and cities, government has a specific, concrete obli-
gation to disarm each citizen, but only an abstract obligation to

defend each citizen.  The government has stripped millions of
people of their right to own weapons--yet generally left them free to
be robbed, raped, and murdered.  "Gun control" is one of the best
examples of laws that corner private citizens--forcing them either to
put themselves into danger or to be a lawbreaker.

Even the most advanced cellular phone is no substitute for a
good .38 Special.

-- James Brovard, author of Lost Rights

One final question on police protection:  Are the people of Littleton satis-
fied with the response of their local police and SWAT teams on 20 April
1999?  (Not from what I've read.)
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"Hear the other side."
In the 1960s, Jane Fonda admitted in a rare moment of candor that

she made it a point to not read anything that opposed her views, because
she feared that conflicting information might weaken her resolve.  Today,
this attitude is rampant.

Does Columbine have a debate team?  Probably not.  These days,
few high schools (or even colleges do).  They weren't all that common
when I was your age.  But up until the 1960s, nearly every high school had
a debate team.  In fact, in debate tournaments only the subject was known
in advance--who would argue Pro versus Con was chosen only just before
the debate.  You had to know both sides, each as well as the other!  

Do you know why debate teams were so important?  Because
Americans contemplated important issues through a particular process.
People did not take a position on an issue until they had studied all sides to
it so well that they could, in a debate, argue any side with equal persua-
siveness.  

By "well" I don't mean merely parroting the general point.  I mean a
passionate, thorough argument, down to even quoting facts and statistics
from memory. Only when they had educated themselves to that level of
comprehensive knowledge would they then choose their side on the issue.
Wow!

Have you ever heard of anybody doing that today?  I rarely do.  My
first experience with it was in a college law class with this amazing profes-
sor.  During case discussions he would elicit every possible view, and then
have us defend and challenge them all!  To this day, I have no idea where
he stands on any issue.  He was that neutral in class.  Every side got fairly
heard, because that's what court judges are supposed to do.  More to his
point, that's what people are supposed to do, as he knew that very few of
his students would actually go on to a law career.  His course was so re-
freshing that they jammed full every first day of registration from appli-
cants of all majors.  If you go to college, I hope you have at least one
professor like him.

With TV and "news" magazines looking for the goriest photo and
the juiciest soundbite, the truth usually gets lost in the stampede.  (No
doubt you saw a lot of that yourself.)  As a result, Americans have lost

their ability to think.  Only the rare mind can put away its prejudice and
emotions to dispassionately study a painful issue.  But that's exactly what
I'm asking you to do.  I feel that it's my duty to ask this of you on many lev-
els:  from older generation to younger, from peaceable gunowner to one
who has suffered from lawless gun users, and from one American to an-
other.  
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Prejudice (Latin; prae- before + judicium, judgment) 
We are told not to be prejudiced against black people because their

skin color is different, but it's O.K. to be prejudiced against an opinion be-
cause it is different?  Racial bigotry is evil, but intellectual bigotry is not
only acceptable, but encouraged?  Is the double standard here not obvi-
ous?

Pre-judgment (prejudice) is not the same as taking one position
over another after researching all sides.  

Did you research the pro-Bill of Rights side, or did you merely ac-
cept what Messrs. Head and Grossman told you?  

Did you chat with lawful gunowners as much as you did with victim
disarmament advocates?  

Have you spoken with Hotchkiss high-schooler Desirae Davis?
She, with over 100 other Colorado teenagers, signed a letter asking politi-
cians not to pass further "ill-conceived, feel-good" victim-disarmament
legislation.  

Did you spend as much time at gun shows as you did at SAFE meet-
ings?  (Have you ever been to a gun show?)  

Did you ever click on www.nra.org or www.gunowners.org or
www.jpfo.org or www.wagc.com or www.sas-aim.org?  

Have you ever spoken to Dr. Suzanna Gratia Hupp?  She left her
handgun in her car because of Texas restrictive gun laws, only to watch
both of her parents murdered right before her eyes while at Luby's Cafete-
ria in Killeen.  She is now a Texas congresswoman, and a highly vocal
champion of gunowners' rights.    suzanna.hupp@house.state.tx.us

If you answered "No" to any of these questions, then guess

what:  you are intellectually prejudiced.  This is something that nobody
can afford to be, especially a young person soon to embark on independent
life.  We have two eyes, two ears, and one mouth.  The input/output ratio is
4:1 for a reason.  

Your essay asks us not to see Eric and Dylan as monsters; not to be
prejudiced.  Well, I am asking you not to pre-judge guns and lawful
gunowners as the root of Columbine, or of any other similar tragedy.  This
will be difficult, but please try.  

Devon, I say all this not to condemn you, but to illuminate that other
side which you have so far left in the dark.  If, after reading this letter and
doing some new research, you still feel that restrictive gun laws should be
applied to law-abiding folks, that will be your opinion.  But, at least it will

be your opinion, and not one spoon-fed to you by professional politicians
and lobbyists with their own, often hidden, agendas.

"reasonable  gun legislation"
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Your essay did pretty well in not being overly strident or preachy,
which would have been the typical route of a victim.  Instead, you asked
that both sides "compromise" to achieve "reasonable gun legislation."
Examples were mandatory waiting periods and licensing, and limits on
magazine capacity.  

Many people would probably agree that such seem reasonable.  I
don't, for one simple reason:  Regarding the fundamental right of peace-
able Americans to own and carry weapons, there is no such thing as "rea-
sonable gun legislation."  The vast majority (i.e., 99.99999+%) of the
75,000,000 American gunowners are law-abiding, and thus no threat to
you or me.  Therefore, any gun legislation hindering them is unreason-
able.  

The term is an oxymoron (i.e., something that internally contradicts
itself).  You've heard and laughed at other oxymorons:  jumbo shrimp,
freezer burn, athletic scholarship, etc.  

But to me and millions of other lawful gunowners, the oxymoron of
"reasonable gun legislation" is not at all laughable, as I'll later explain
why.  First, let's analyze the term.

Buzzwords and catchphrases
Before I do that, please know that I am not throwing your own

words back in your face.  First of all, I wouldn't be so rude to a young per-
son, and second, they aren't your words.  I've been reading that sly little-
 phrase for years.

"Reasonable gun legislation," which you picked up and used twice,
but did not invent, is a modern catchphrase made up of buzzwords, in-
vented for a purpose.  I am a professional book author and words are the
tools of my trade, so I know.  

Its purpose is this:  If somebody is opposed to "reasonable gun
legislation" then what does that make them?  Why, "unreasonable," of
course!  What right does anybody have to lump somebody else into the
category of "unreasonability" just because they don't agree with their ver-
sion of "reasonability"?  

The phrase also asserts that, regarding law-abiding folks, restrictive
gun laws can be "reasonable"--when they cannot.  

Other examples of buzzwords and catchphrases
Americans not pro-Clinton are "right-wing radicals."
Those who maintain a healthy patriotism and love for their country

(though peaceful dissatisfaction with their government) are demonized as
"dangerous Patriots."
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A member of a group with unusual or unpopular beliefs (even if
such are clearly nonviolent) belongs to a "cult."  

When besieged by federal agents, that group's simple plywood
home or church magically becomes a "compound." 

Semi-auto military-style rifles (which are not machine guns or "au-
tomatic" rifles) are deemed evil "assault weapons."

Those with nonviolent moral or religious objections to homosexu-
ality are somehow "purveyors of hate and intolerance."  

Two very angry and disturbed young boys who murdered a dozen
fellow students and a teacher are called "monsters."  

Remember what I said earlier about learning all sides of an issue
first, and then deciding on it?  Regarding guns, you have not done this.
But this is understandable.  You are a young person traumatized by a terri-
ble experience, and you never want it happen again.  (If I had suffered this
at 17, I, too, might have joined SAFE and flown to D.C. to meet with con-
gressmen.)  You didn't know any better then, which is why I'm writing
you.

Analyzing "Sane Alternatives to the Firearms Epidemic"
Take your own organization, SAFE, for example.  That particular

acronym was chosen for a reason; to create in the reader a certain emotion.
(The founders could have chosen "gun" instead of "firearms," but SAGE
just doesn't really have the same effect, eh?)  Now let's analyze its compo-
sition: 

"Sane" connotes possible insanity of SAFE opponents.
"Alternative" implies that "shall not be infringed" in the 2nd

Amendment doesn't really mean "shall not be infringed."
"Epidemic" equates inanimate physical objects (incapable of au-

tonomous harm) with a deadly virus.  This is not only specious, it is rank
neurolinguistic programming.  

The power of words and images
We are being trained to act on emotions, without all the facts, and

that is very, very dangerous in a democratic society.  For a democracy to
stand requires the finest thinking from its members.  It requires that we
vote from our minds--not from our visceral reactions.  

If you learn anything from my letter to you, I hope it is this:  Guard
your mind very jealously, as words and images are used to color percep-
tions, and thus emotions, and thus actions.  Learn to filter the spin from
what you read and hear.  Begin to discern and decipher what actually hap-
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pened (i.e., the facts) versus swallowing whole the story of what allegedly-
 happened.   

If you take my challenge seriously, even for just one week, you will
be amazed how seldom the full truth about anything gets heard.  I'll leave
you with two quotes on this subject:

Everything you read in the newspapers (or see on TV) is absolutely
true except for that rare story of which you happen to have first-
hand knowledge.

-- Erwin Kroll

To somebody watching the TV coverage of Columbine, for example, the
news reporters seemed very upset and concerned.  However, those actu-
ally at the scene (such as yourself) heard with their own ears, "Do I look
devastated enough?"  The story was broadcast over TV; the truth was evi-
dent only if you were there.    (How does every EyeWitness TV News lead
in?  "Our top story tonight...")  On this very point, didn't you "happen to
have firsthand knowledge" as the Kroll's quote described?

Here's the second quote:

Life is an entanglement of lies to hide its basic mechanisms.

-- William S. Burroughs

This may strike you as highly cynical, but the older you get you'll find it to
be more true than not.  "Things are not always what they seem; skim milk
often masquerades as cream."  

My whole point, Devon, is:  Learn to think for yourself.  Don't be-
lieve me; don't believe your SAFE colleagues.  Believe only your own
well-researched conclusions, and even then, keep your mind open for new
information in the future.  (Think before you speak, and think before you
think.)

Professional victim disarmament advocates
As a member of SAFE, no doubt that you have spoken with various

colleagues.  They have claimed for years that all they want is "reasonable
gun legislation."  Ha!

Every new act of victim disarmament is but a stepping-stone to their
real goal of the total elimination of guns in law-abiding private hands.
And they sometimes admit it:
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We're going to have to take one step at a time, and the first step is
necessarily--given the political realities--going to be very modest.
Of course, it's true that politicians will then go home and say, "This
is a great law.  The problem is solved."  And it's also true that such
statements will tend to defuse the gun-control issue for a time.  So
then we'll have to start working again to strengthen that law, and
then again to strengthen the next law, and maybe again and again.
Right now, though, we'd be satisfied not with half a loaf but with a
slice.  Our ultimate goal--total control of handguns in the

United States--is going to take time.  My estimate is from 7-10
years.

The first problem is to slow down the number of handguns

produced and sold in this country.  The second problem is to
get handguns registered.  The final problem is to make
possession of all handguns and all handgun ammunition--except for
the military, police, licensed security guards, licensed sporting
clubs, and licensed gun collectors--totally illegal.

-- Nelson "Pete" Shields, 

Handgun Control Inc. Founder and President

New Yorker, 26 July 1976, p. 58

Point #1:  They're often hypocrites
A hypocrite says one thing but does another.  For example:

Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA), one of the biggest champions
of victim disarmament, was outraged when his personal bodyguard,
Charles Stein, was arrested at the Capitol for having an illegal handgun
and a fully-automatic submachine gun.  Bob Mann, the senator's
spokesman, said that Stein was arrested because of a "technical glitch"  in
the law.  Stein's six felony counts were reduced to one misdemeanor.

(Kennedy doesn't mind guns...when his bodyguard carries them.  If
an average citizen had been caught at the Capitol like Charles Stein, do
you think his 6 felony counts would reduce to a $1,000 misdemeanor?
Could he have successfully whined about a "technical glitch" in the law?)  

Senator Jay D. Rockefeller IV (D-WV) signed the 1994 "assault
weapons"  ban.  Later, it came out that he illegally kept one (an AR15) at
his D.C. home.  The Washington Times wrote:

If the senator appears to be in an awkward position here, it's be-
cause he is.  It's bad enough to sign off on legislation banning law-
abiding citizens access to weapons they may want...  Even more
difficult is trying to explain why the senator's constituents should
not be allowed to obtain a weapon that he himself enjoys.  Why is
he to be trusted with one any more than they are?
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Anti-self-defense actress Jennifer O'Neill negligently discharged her re-
volver into her own stomach, claiming that it "went off."  New York re-
quires handguns to be registered.  Hers was not.  Her lawyer argued that
famous actresses have a right to own a gun for protection.  

(So, what was to prevent her from registering her gun and applying
for a license--which she and her victim disarmament colleagues worked
so hard to require for everybody else?)  

On 14 June 1988 Washington Post anti-Bill of Rights columnist
Carl Rowan used his illegal gun to shoot an 18 year old kid he caught in
his pool.  He got off, and defiantly asserted that he'd always have a gun--il-
legal or not.  Seven years earlier, however, when the anti-gunners gave
First Lady Nancy Reagan hell for having a pistol on her nightstand,
Rowan wrote:

We must reverse this psychology.  We can do it by passing a law
that says anyone found in possession of a handgun except a legiti-
mate officer of the law goes to jail--period!

(Rowan got off with no punishment.  Handgun prohibitions don't seem to
apply to Rowan.  Rowan's own assertive opinion's don't seem to apply to
Rowan!  This is typical...)  

San Francisco mayor and noted victim disarmament advocate
Diane Feinstein got the city's only gun permit issued in 1980 for her own
.38 Special. Still, she saw no paradox two years later in banning handguns
for everybody else in San Francisco.  

Other notable victim disarmament figures who hypocritically own
firearms include:  Sidney Baumgarten (NYC politician), New York Times
publisher Arthur Ochs "Punch" Sulzberger, actor Bill Cosby, Jane Fonda
and husband Ted Turner, Fernando Mateo (NYC "Toys for Guns Bonus
Amnesty"), 1993 Illinois Attorney General Roland Burris, and former
Chief Justice Warren Burger.  You see, Very Important People can own
guns (even when they claim guns are bad), but us Little People must not:

Do as I say; not as I do!  Guns are for me, but not for thee!

One author has an plan for dealing with such hypocrites:

I suspect that even most Gun Controllers recognize the efficacy of
possessing the means of self-defense.  I think that while they enjoy
the positive social benefits of an armed populace (less crime and
freedom), they also want to believe themselves moral beings.  And
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since they have adopted an altruist morality (through the coercive

sacrifice of others), they feel pious when they believe themselves
above guns and self-defense.

Imagine that instead of voting for blanket gun control, that the
government, instead, published a directory that listed each
individual as either armed or a Gun Control pacifist who refuses to
be armed. This Directory of Gun-Free Individuals (the application of
the Nuclear-Free Zone concept applied to the smallest minority) is
made readily available throughout the U.S. and in libraries.  What
then happens to those remaining Gun Control advocates who stick
by their ethics?  Whose homes are burglarized?  Who is most likely
to be raped?  Who will suffer the most murders?  More importantly,
who surrendered their pious anti-gun stand in the interest of
protecting their lives?  Such a proposal would show that Gun

Controllers want to enjoy the protective umbrella afforded by
firearms, while at the same time denying firearms so that they
can, by their ethics, maintain a feeling of moral superiority.

-- Mark A. Laughlin; www.ebarricades.com

Point #2:  They're lazy and biased researchers
Their "scholarship" and "research" are too abysmal for words.  For

example, in your Newsweek issue, my pen nearly ran dry from marking up
the numerous inaccuracies, stolen concepts, half-truths, ad hominems,
non sequiturs, false alternatives, insinuations, emotionalisms, and eva-
sions.  (If you don't know what some of the terms mean, get David Kelley's
The Art of Reasoning.  If your local bookstore doesn't have it, call Laissez-
Faire Books at 800-326-0996.)

Point #3:  They are usually untruthful
They mouth support for lawful self-defense and promise that they

would never confiscate the guns of ordinary Americans.  I'll level with
you, Devon--generally, they are lying.  While I believe that you and many
others are sincere in your feelings, those who are professional victim dis-
armament lobbyists, authors, and speakers are lying.  (No, it's not a very
nice word, but it's not a very nice thing.)  

Ultimately, a civilized society must disarm its citizenry if it is to have
a modicum of domestic tranquility of the kind enjoyed by sister
democracies such as Canada and Britain.  Given the frontier his-
tory and individualist ideology of the United States, however, this
will not come easily.  It certainly cannot be done radically.  It will

probably take one, maybe two generations.  It might be 50
years before the United States gets to where Britain is today.
Passing a law like the assault weapons ban (the "Crime Bill" ) is a
symbolic--purely symbolic--move in that direction.  Its only real

justification is not to reduce crime but to desensitize the pub-
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lic to the regulation of weapons in preparation for their ulti-
mate confiscation.

-- Charles Krauthammer, "Disarm the Citizenry,"

The Washington Post, 5 April 1996

Please read that last sentence again, very carefully.  The "assault
weapons" ban was "not to reduce crime" but to condition us that "reason-
able" gun controls are effective (when they're really just stepping stones to
"ultimate confiscation.")  

Here's an example of blatant statistical fraud:

2) Contrary to popular perception, most homicides do not occur as
the result of an attack by a stranger but stem from an argument
between people who know each other and are often related.  For
murders in 1995, almost half of the victims were either related to
(11 percent) or acquainted with (34 percent) their killers. Only 15
percent were killed by strangers.

-- www.vpc.org/fact_sht/firearm.htm

Do the simple math here:  relatives (11%) + acquaintances (34%) = 45%.
That means the remaining killers (i.e., strangers) constitute 55% of wom-
en's killers--not 15%!  (I doubt that this is was a mere typo.  Further,
women have a right to defend themselves against any potential assailant,
stranger or not.)

Here's an experiment for you.  Pick a colleague who has claimed
that they do not support confiscation of guns from law-abiding Ameri-
cans.  Then, go to that person in private conversation and eventually ask
them "Don't you believe that total elimination of guns is the only way to
really keep them out of criminal hands?"  Privately, they'll likely concur
with you.  Publicly, they don't dare say it because Americans wouldn't
agree.  

So, what would you call somebody who believes one thing but ad-
vocates another?  Hmmm?  A...liar?

Australia's victim disarmament
As a result of one mass murderer, the Australian government coer-

cively bought up 640,381 personal firearms at a cost of more than $500
million dollars.  This was supposed to have reduced crime.  Did it?

Australia-wide, homicides are up 3.2%, assaults up 8.6%, and
armed robberies are up 44%!  In the state of Victoria, homicides with
firearms are up 300%!  
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Australian politicians are at a loss to explain this rise in violent
crime after such monumental effort and expense was successfully spent in
"ridding society of guns."  (It's real simple:  The unarmed are defenseless.
If you look like food, you'll be eaten.  Nothing personal--it's a food-chain
thing.)  

England's victim disarmament
While the number of legal firearms owners in Britain has been
declining due to a hostile gun control bureaucracy, crimes involving
firearms increased 196% between 1981-1992.

-- "Criminal Statistics England and Wales" 1992, p.34,65

Recently disarmed British are now suffering a dramatic rise in violent
crimes, especially "hot" robberies of homes known to be occupied.  To-
day, the only thing a British victim can do to their assailant is yell, "Stop!
Or, I'll yell 'Stop' again!"  

Chief Inspector Colin Greenwood of the West Yorkshire
Constabulary spent six months at Oxford, studying restrictive gun laws in
many countries.  He concluded:

At first glance, it may seem odd or even perverse to suggest that
statutory controls on the private ownership of firearms are irrelevant
to the problem of armed crime; yet that is precisely what the
evidence shows.

Armed crime and violent crime generally are products of

ethnic and social factors unrelated to the availability of a
particular type of weapon.

The number of firearms required to satisfy the crime

market is small, and these are supplied no matter what
controls are instituted.  (Note:  Please reread this sentence many
times!)

Controls have had serious effects on legitimate users of
firearms, but there is no case, either in the history of this country
or in the experience of other countries in which controls can be

shown to have restricted the flow of weapons to criminals, or
in any way reduced crime.

Other researchers agree:

Many advocates of gun control point to Great Britain as an example
of a gun free paradise where violence and crime are rare.

Well, there may be trouble in paradise.  Our friends across the
Atlantic did tighten their already strict gun laws, with the Firearms
Act of 1997, making self defense with a firearm completely
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impossible for ordinary people.  Obedient British subjects generally
maintained a stiff upper lip as they surrendered their guns and their
rights.  How much did crime drop as a result of this sacrifice?

It did not drop at all.  In fact, according to the local newspapers,
England is being swept by a wave of crime, including plenty of

gun crimes.
This recent rise in crime is part of an upward trend that

correlates well with the gradual tightening of gun control over the
last several decades.  The relationship between increasing gun
control and rising crime is well documented in a scholarly 1999
report by Olsen and Kopel, "All the Way Down the Slippery Slope--
Gun Prohibition in England". [http://www.goa-texas.org/kopel-2.htm]
The traditional view of England as a low crime society has also
been seriously damaged by the 1998 study titled, "Crime and
Justice in the United States and in England and Wales", which is
available from the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics.  This report
concludes that English crime rates in the period from 1981 to 1996
were actually higher than in the United States due to differences in
the way crimes are reported.

The negative result from gun control laws should not surprise
us.  American cities have had similar counterproductive results
whenever gun control has been implemented locally.  Reports from
Australia are similar.  It is no coincidence that crime typically

goes up after a government enacts new gun restrictions.
Several American researchers and criminologists have explored
this effect.  Whenever people give up their right to self defense in
return for a promise of government protection, the results have
been negative.  No amount of social engineering will change this
basic consequence of human nature.

Unfortunately, the downward progression of gun control goes
only one way.  British subjects will never regain the basic human
right to armed self defense.

Proponents of gun control in America have a lot of

explaining to do.  Unfortunately, with the aid of their media allies,
this new information will probably be ignored completely or brushed
off with a few carefully chosen sound bites.  (mb@e-z.net)

-- Dr. Michael Brown, "Results are in on British Gun Laws"

In recent months there have been a frightening number of
shootings in Britain's major cities, despite new laws banning gun
ownership after the Dunblane tragedy.  Our investigation
established that guns are [still] available through means open to
any criminally minded individual.

-- The Sunday Express, 20 June 1999

Crime in America, however, has been falling for years, mostly thanks to
an increasingly armed citizenry.  Anti-self-defense groups such as HCI
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and VPC put themselves through incredible contortions of fact and statis-
tics to deny this truth.

Think of it this way:  Why don't the police get mugged?  Is it per-
haps because they are armed?

Britain's campaign against self-defense
Today, you can't even carry a pocketknife on your person in Britain.

Dean Payne was arrested and jailed for two weeks.  His crime?  His job at
a newspaper distributing plant necessitated a small pocketknife to cut
bundling straps, and this "dangerous weapon" was found in his car during
a "routine search."  Though Payne was clearly nonviolent, the magistrate
declared:

I have to view your conduct in light of the great public fear of people
going around with knives...I consider the only proper punishment is
one depriving you of your liberty.

In another case, an American woman tourist was convicted for carrying an
"offensive" weapon after she defended herself against several attackers
with a pen knife.  

With gun ownership for self-protection now completely illegal
(unless one works for the government), Britons have begun
switching to other forms of protection.  The government considers

this an intolerable affront.  Having, through  administrative
interpretation, delegitimized gun ownership for self-defense, the
British government has been able to outlaw a variety of defensive
items.  For example, non-lethal chemical defense sprays, such as
Mace, are now illegal in Britain, as are electric stun devices.

At the dawn of the twentieth century, Great Britain was the
great exemplar of  liberty to continental Europe, but the sun has set
on Britain's tradition of civil liberty.  The police search people's cars
routinely. Public hysteria against weapons is so extreme that

working men are sentenced to jail for possessing the simple
tools of their trade.  The prosecutions of a newspaper delivery
men who carries some knives, or a business executive who saved
his own life, would likely have horrified the British gun control
advocates of the early twentieth century.  There is no evidence that
most of these gun control advocates, who only wanted to keep
firearms out of the hands of anti-government revolutionaries, ever
wanted to make it illegal for tradesmen to carry tools, or for

women to stab violent predators.  The gun control advocates of
1905-1920 could distinguish a Communist with a rifle from a tourist
with a pen-knife.  But while the early weapons control advocates
made such a distinction, they could not bind their successors to do
so as well.  Nor could the early weapons controllers understand the
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social changes that they would unleash when they gave the right to
arms the first push down the slippery slope.

-- All The Way Down The Slippery Slope:  Gun Prohibition in

England and Some Lessons for Civil Liberties in America;

www.2ndlawlib.org/journals/okslip.html

Slippery slope of regulations and controls
Similarly, in the United States, few Congressmen who voted for the
first federal controls on how Americans could consume medicine
could have foreseen the "War on Drugs" that they were unleashing.
Who could have predicted that a law requiring a prescription for
morphine would pave the way for masked soldiers to break into a
person's home because an anonymous tipster claimed that there
were hemp plants, which were entirely legal in 1914, in the home?
Who could have predicted that the Harrison Narcotics Act would
pave the way for a Food and Drug Administration that would deny
terminally-ill patients the medicine of their choice because the FDA
had not satisfied itself that the medicine, available throughout
Western Europe, was "safe and effective?"  Who could have
predicted that doctors would not be able to prescribe the most
effective pain-killers, opiates, to the terminally ill who were suffering
extreme pain?  Who could have predicted that legislative action on
opiate prescriptions would pave the way for a federal administrative
agency to claim the right to outlaw speech about tobacco?
Predictions of such events, had they been raised in 1914 on the
floor of Congress, would have seemed absurd.  

However, as too many Britons and citizens of the United States
have learned the hard way in this century, extreme consequences

may flow from apparently small steps.  The [British] Firearms Act
of 1920 was just a licensing law; the [U.S.] Harrison Narcotics Act
was just a prescription system; and the serpent only asked Eve

to eat an apple.

-- op cit.

Devon, will your proposed "reasonable gun legislation" be the end of it?
No, it won't be--it never is.  That's because victim disarmament doesn't re-
duce crime, it increases victims.  American Liberty now sags under the
weight of over 20,000 gun laws which have utterly failed to make a safer
society.  "Gun control" doesn't work, so its proponents always have to de-
mand more.    

Any structure is built one story at a time.  Metaphorically, each "We
just need one more gun law and that will be it"  is never a ceiling.  It is al-
ways the next "floor" for the next "story" in our prison--the prison you un-
wittingly help to build for us all.  (Just so you know, Americans will not
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surrender their firearms to a Police State as did the craven British and Aus-
tralians.  We're on to your game, and we won't play along.)  

The unreasonableness of waiting periods
It was clearly unreasonable to Bonnie Elmasri of Wisconsin.  Her

husband repeatedly threatened to kill her, so she got a restraining order.
She tried to buy a gun for protection, but there was a 2-day waiting period.
The next day, Bonnie and her two sons, aged 7 and 13, were murdered by
her husband.  

Waiting periods have cost other innocent lives, such as Deborah
Randall of Virginia, and Igor Hutorsky of New York.  (Would a gun have
definitely saved all of their lives?  Maybe not, but they certainly would
have had an excellent chance!)  

Devon, these innocent people had the right to instantly take pos-

session of a gun if they felt threatened.  We don't require waiting periods
for fire extinguishers, do we?  (Both save lives, and privately-owned guns
save more lives than fire extinguishers.)  Besides, nobody can document
even one case of a waiting period saving a life.

"Since the Brady Bill, background checks have prevented 

hundreds of thousands of felons from getting guns!"
No, they haven't.  If so, then why aren't those "hundreds of thou-

sands of felons" in prison for having committed the felony of trying to buy
a gun and getting caught by the NICBC system?  (I mean, come on--can
anybody really believe that so many felons are so stupid as to go through a
background check?) 

President Clinton claimed "hundreds of thousands" in a recent
speech, only for his own Government Accounting Office to refute it the
very next day.  An initial NICBC denial rarely means that a "prohibited
possessor" was caught trying to buy a gun.  Such denials are mostly from
faulty paperwork or computer data.  93% of them get sorted out and those
sales are then approved.  This comes from a recently released FBI report:

The FBI reports that while 27% of applications were delayed under
NICS, 93% of the delays were eventually cleared.  (This means a
98.1% clearance rate, not counting successfully appealed denials.)
Additionally, 26% of appealed denials were reversed.  Clearly, only
a small percentage (i.e., only 1.3%) of those who attempt to pur-
chase firearms under the NICS system are prohibited possessors.
There is nothing to prevent those persons from being tracked
down, arrested and prosecuted for committing the multiple federal
felonies that are inherent in their attempts to buy firearms from
dealers.
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-- American Guardian, January 2000, p.22

The unreasonableness of mag restrictions
Again, let's be precise.  "Bullets" do not go in "clips."  A bullet is

part of a "cartridge" or "round," which is held in a "magazine."  Mags are
usually detachable, but not always.

Since 13 September 1994 (the "Crime Bill" which Krauthammer
admitted was never supposed to reduce crime), private citizens cannot
purchase new mags holding more than 10 rounds.  (+10 round mags exist-
ing before then were allowed to remain, but they have naturally risen in
price to become unaffordable.  The law transformed a $20 item into a $70-
100 one.)  

First of all, a maniac can kill with a single-shot gun.  Magazine ca-
pacity, whether 6 or 10 or 17, has nothing to do with it.  Further, it is no
real hinderance for him to quickly change mags.  So, mag capacity restric-
tions do not restrict the criminal.  (And I'm not even addressing the point
that many other types of weapons, i.e., impact and edged, are available to
criminals.)

Magazine capacity restrictions do, however, restrict a gunowner
acting in self-defense.  A sidearm is tool carried for defensive use in a
lethal emergency.  It must be handy, and it must be effective.  By effective,
I mean that it must fire a round sufficiently powerful to incapacitate an ag-
gressor.  

The magazine must have as high a capacity as possible, because no-
body can forecast how many rounds it will take to stop one's Bad Guy.  For
these very reasons, the police now generally use pistols chambered for the
.40S&W cartridge, held in 15 round mags.  Street experience has shown
that such is a good blend of cartridge power and mag capacity.  

However, since 9/94 lawful private citizens have been denied their
right to load their guns to full capacity.  This reduces the time they to have
defend themselves (the number of rounds equals time in the fight), thus
jeopardizing their lives.  

How would you like your mom's car gas tank unfairly restricted to
just 59% capacity, even though she had to drive through dangerous areas?
Well, that's how I feel about my mom's 9mm Glock mags being restricted
from 17 to 10 rounds.  

"The only purpose...is to kill lots of people quickly."
Here's where you really didn't know your subject matter.  First of all

"automatic guns" (as you put it) have been highly regulated since 1934.
There are about 190,000 privately-owned full-auto guns in the National
Registry.  (Only one has ever been used in a crime, in 66 years!)  What you
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meant to say is "semi-autos," which are not machine guns, but self-loading
guns that fire one shot per trigger pull.  Please get this straight.

Anyway, the argument against normal (i.e., "high" to the gun-
phobes) capacity magazines goes like this:  In most defensive incidents,
only a few rounds are fired, versus up to dozens by killers on a shooting
spree.  Therefore, the Good Guys don't really need "high-capacity" mags,
which are something only mass murderers use.  This is a specious argu-
ment which needs to be firmly refuted before it festers into "fact."

Statistically, there is some truth to such numbers, but we don't live
in the statistical world.  (Do you have 1.2 siblings?)  Just because "most"
defensive gunfights are won with only 2-4 rounds doesn't mean that mine
will be, or that my mom's will be.  Only 2-4 rounds will not prevail against:
poor shot placement; multiple attackers; their use of bulletproof vests; or-
 their strength, stamina, resolve, and damage resistance being heightened
by drugs.  Also, having only 2-4 rounds allows no margin for possible
misses.  Ask any cop or soldier who's been in a gunfight if knowing that
they were down to just a few rounds wasn't a truly terrifying feeling.

A handgun round actually isn't all that powerful, which is why 80%
of those shot by them survive.  That's why it often takes several rounds to
incapacitate an energized and dedicated assailant (regardless of what the
movies portray).  

"Oh, but you just said that a maniac can reload quickly 

and not be slowed down.  Why can't she?"
A nut on a shooting spree is typically the only one armed, thus he is

in control.  He is not receiving fire; he is not in danger.
However, a woman being attacked is suffering very different dy-

namics.  She is facing an attacker who is more physically powerful (so she
can't risk getting near him).  She is reacting, and thus behind the "power
curve."  And, she needs as many rounds as her sidearm can hold, because
reloading costs time --and time is the one thing that she doesn't have.  

That 10rd mag which Congress has forced on her since 1994 may
be just one round short of what she needs to survive.  If her gun runs dry
before she has stopped the aggression, then she's in very serious trouble.
Any cop will confirm that:

Gunfights are usually won by the last  shot fired.

I'd rather she, versus her attacker, were able to fire that last shot be-
cause her gun had plenty of ammo.  A 10 round mag may not be enough.
Why should she be forced to take any such chance when policemen

and soldiers are not?
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Look, in any fight you are delivering kinetic energy to your at-
tacker.  The delivery vehicle of that energy is irrelevant, whether punches,
a swung stick, thrown rocks, or fired bullets.  (A gun is just a modern way
of throwing a rock.)  Do you want Congress mandating that you could
swing only 2 punches or throw only 4 rocks at a rapist?  Then how is it
moral to discuss 10 versus 13 or 15 or 17 rounds in an innocent victim's
gun?

Restricted-capacity mags jeopardize people's safety.  That's why
the police and military don't use them.  By prohibiting the full mag capac-
ity that is my mom's right, Congress has decreed that the lives of govern-
ment employees are more valuable than hers, and that's just plain wicked.

Am I being melodramatic to keep using my mom as the example?
No, because she has been assaulted and now carries a 9mm Glock with
her, every day.  If she ever comes up against a dirtbag who somehow
thinks that her purse is worth more than her life, I want her to have what it
takes to stay alive.  (What assailant would let her dial 911 on her cell
phone?)  

Without an instantly accessible handgun and sufficient ammo ca-
pacity, my mom could get killed if she's ever in the wrong convenience
store or gas station at the wrong time.  

Licensing & registration are unreasonable
This is a complex issue made of up several sub-issues, so please

bear with me.  

What the Second Amendment protects
A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free
state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be in-
fringed.

The Second Amendment confirms and protects two things:  1) The exis-
tence of an individual right, which 2) can be exercised in a collective man-
ner (to form militias, which are also protected elsewhere).  The militia is
made up of all able-bodied men 18-45 capable of bearing personally
owned arms for national defense.  

...civilians primarily, soldiers on occasion...bearing arms supplied
by themselves and of the kind in common use at the time...

-- U.S. v. Miller, 307 US 178-9 (1939)

Because the 2nd Amendment speaks of two things, victim disarmament
advocates have chosen to give it solely the collective interpretation and ig-
nore the individual right, which is incorrect.  Court decisions such as 1990
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U.S. v. Verdugo-Urquidez (110 S.Ct. 1056,1060) have confirmed that
"the People" of the 2nd Amendment are the same "the People" of the 1st,
4th, 9th, and 10th Amendments.  In a recent San Angelo, Texas case
(Emerson v. U.S.), Federal District Court Judge Sam R. Cummings struck
down a federal disarmament law because it violated the 2nd and 5th
Amendments.  (I strongly urge that you read this case.  Go to
www.gunowners.org/legal.htm and down to below the "Educational
Links.")

If anybody persists claiming that the 2nd Amendment protects only
the National Guard (which didn't even exist until before WWI), then know
that they are grossly in error.  Even liberals are now admitting that it pro-
tects individual rights:

The truth about the Second Amendment is something that liberals
cannot bear to admit:  The right wing is right.  The amendment

does confer an individual right to bear arms, and its very
presence makes effective gun control in this country all but
impossible.  The individualist interpretation, the one that holds that
Americans have a right to bear arms whether they're serving in an
official state militia or not, has been more or less vindicated.

-- Daniel Lazare, "Your Constitution is Killing You"

Harper's Magazine, October 1999

"Rights are not absolute.

You can't yell 'Fire!' in a crowded theater."
Of course you can yell "Fire!" in a crowded theater--when there is a

fire!  Remember, don't take slogans at face value.  They are too often
merely half-truths at best.

Just because certain rights have been restricted, such as freedom of
religion (e.g., Mormon husbands may not have more than one wife),
doesn't necessarily mean that such restrictions are morally right.  If two
adult women decide that they wish to be married to the same man, what
right does anybody else have to prohibit them?  Is polygamy unusual, or
even distasteful, to many Americans?  Certainly, but that's not the point.
The law is supposed to forbid only theft, fraud, and the use of initiatory
forceCit is not to be a moral busybody in peoples' harmless lives.

Aside from that, the Founders considered our 2nd Amendment
rights to be "more special" than our other rights:

Second Amendment rights may NOT be "infringed"
The right of the people to "keep" (own) and "bear" (carry) arms

"shall not be infringed."  To "infringe" means to encroach, trespass, or in-
trude to any degree.
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There is no such thing as a "reasonable" 2nd Amendment in-

fringement.  If there were, then the Founders would have written "shall
not be unreasonably infringed."

The Founders knew when and how to allow necessary reasonable
intrusions on personal liberties (e.g., the 4th Amendment forbidding "un-
reasonable" searches and seizures).  

They pointedly refused to qualify the 2nd Amendment with

"unreasonable" and that's very significant.  
The reason why our Founders used the unequivocable and absolute

language of "shall not be infringed" is because they always wanted the cit-
izens to be able to outgun the government in case in case it ever grew
tyrannical (as governments always have throughout history).  Government
was always to remain our servant.  What servant can be allowed to over-
power its employer?  While this notion may sound radical today, it
remains highly relevant.  They understand this in Switzerland.

The armed and nonviolent Swiss
Every Swiss man from 18 to 50 has a fully automatic "assault rifle"

with 25-round mags, and ammo.  His rifle is not stored at the army base (as
here)--he gets to keep it at home! (And this is no cheapy rifle.  The SIG550
would cost us over $8,000.  We can't afford them because of federal anti-
gun laws.)  Some militiamen have even mortars, grenades, and bazookas.
Yet, criminal use of these powerful weapons is almost unheard of.  Also,
the Swiss have no gun restrictions for sane non-felon adults.  Buy what
you want, and carry it where you want to.

You see, the Swiss government and the Swiss citizens trust each
other, because they're are the same people.  In fact, the Swiss often carry
their rifles with them to the polls on election day to remind politicians of
their God-given right to be armed.  (In America, it is illegal to be armed at
polling places!)

The president of Switzerland, for example, merely presides over an
executive council, and goes to work on the public tram (with no body-
guard).  In Switzerland, the people are the government, versus here where
we suffer a professional political class ruling from on high what they see
to be their "subjects."

When only the police have guns, it is a Police State
I've travelled to a few, and they're hellish.  In the former East Ger-

many, for example, the government was so suspicious of its own people
that film developing (black and white only) could be sent to only one lab (a
government lab, of course) in the entire country, and it took 6 weeks to get
the pictures!  Why so long?  Because the government lab made copies of
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them all for their files!  (How's that for scary?)  When I told my East Ger-
man friends about our 1-hour color labs all over town, they nearly fell out
of their chairs in shock.

Government officials, even American ones, cannot be totally
trusted with a monopoly of force.  They cannot be trusted to possess all, or
even most, of the guns.  (An example of this was post-WWII Athens, Ten-
nessee, when veterans returning home found Athens taken over by the
local police.  After many abuses, the vets had to run them out of town at
gunpoint.) 

One nation that recently did have all the guns was Nazi Germany.
They used them to round up nearly every minority possible and slaughter
them in camps.  (I've twice been to the Auschwitz extermination camp in
Poland, and the spirit of death still permeates that cursed ground over 50
years later.)  

Conversely, the Nazis did not invade Switzerland because the
whole country was (and is) a nation of militia riflemen.  Swiss Jews did

not go to Auschwitz.  And that's the point:  armed free people tend to stay
free.

"regulated" doesn't mean "to be regulated by Congress"
The Bill of Rights was passed by Congress in 1789 and ratified by

the States in 1791, so the Second Amendment is over 200 years old.  When
reading law (which includes the Constitution), one must employ the word
meanings operating during the authors' day, not years or generations later
during the readers'.  This is why lawyers and judges own reprinted copies
of Webster's 1828 Dictionary, for example.  They must understand a law
as the creators intended when it was written.  

Many word meanings have changed in 211 years, and in even less
time.  (When I was a boy watching the Flintstones on black and white TV,
the last line in the song was "We'll have a gay old time!"  "Gay" used to
mean lighthearted and carefree.)

Back in the 1790s, the word "regulated" meant "well-trained" or
"well-disciplined."  Until recently, when somebody "kept their affairs reg-
ular" it meant that they were organized and efficient.  To use even a more
modern example, anti-diarrhea product commercials market to those who
aren't feeling "regular" (which is a polite way to put it).  

By using the word "regulated" the Framers encouraged the many
militia companies across the land to meet often, train effectively, use com-
mon caliber lead ball, etc.  (They often trained once or twice a month on
Sundays after church.  The whole town would turn out to watch their mili-
tia drill.)

Only out of sheer scholastic laziness or political duplicity have cer-
tain modern legal pundits (including some judges, unfortunately) incor-
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rectly interpreted "regulated" to justify the 1934 oppressive taxation of
military-pattern full-auto firearms for civilian ownership.  (Further manu-
facture/importation was banned in 1986.)  It is the full-auto M16 that pri-
vate citizens should constitutionally be training with as an effective militia
force for the potential defense of the nation.  

Fortunately, in 2008, the Supreme Court corrected ruled that the
2nd Amendment protects an individual right, and the majority of Justices
understood the historical meaning of "regulated ".

It comes down to a matter of trust
By prohibiting such rifles to the average citizen (who composes the

militia), the Government is not only violating the Constitution, but is ad-
mitting that it doesn't trust the People.  (Historically, such has always been
followed by that government swelling up to an utter tyranny.)  

Britain is a good example of a country that doesn't trust its people.
The Brits were mostly disarmed after WWI.  Just a few years later, Nazi
Germany had occupied all of Western Europe and was poised to invade
England.  In retreating from Dunkirk, the British soldiers had left most of
their rifles behind.  The British people could not contribute any, because
they had no rifles either!  They had no armed militia.  So, in a panic, Prime
Minister Churchill begged us to sell them 1,000,000 of our WWI surplus
Enfield P17 rifles, which we did.  We could do so because many (if not
most) American men had their own rifles and shotguns.  We had an armed
militia, and we still do.  

But today, Congress (with presidential support) is working to dis-
arm the American people, thus disarming the constitutional militia.  They
are doing this for the sole reason that they are afraid of future Americans
having no choice but to remove them from power just like we did to the
1770's British.  

What's in it for government  if crime is eradicated?
I'm going to tell you something that will probably shock  you:  Most

governments don't care all that much about really reducing crime.  If the
crime rates really dropped, then tens of thousands of policemen, prosecu-
tors, judges, and prison guards would have to look for other work,
wouldn't they?  Taxes would have to be reduced.   What government in

history ever voluntarily downsized?  None.  They can't.  It goes against
government's very nature, which is to grow.  

Government could eliminate probably 70+% of violent crime in
just 5 years by promoting an armed citizenry and by giving real prison
terms for violent offenders.  They won't do this, because it would work.
I'm not saying that politicians actually desire people to suffer from rape,
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robbery, and murder.  (They could never internalize such a possible truth.)
But, despite all the evidence to the contrary, they have convinced them-
selves that only the police should have guns.  

By "evidence" I offer Kennesaw, Georgia, which in 1989 passed a
law that mandated all homeowners to have a gun in their house.  Burglar-
ies dropped by 89%.  (Conversely, Morton Grove, Illinois banned hand-
guns and crimes of all sort went up!)  Your victim disarmament colleagues
won't tell you about that.  

They also won't tell that in Florida, when 2,500 women were in-
structed in the defensive use of handguns in a highly publicized program
by the Orlando Police Department, rapes decreased the following year by
88%!  

They won't tell you that recently disarmed Australia and Britain
now have higher rates of burglary than we do, and people were home
nearly half the time when those burglaries were committed!  In America, it
is less than 13%, because of the burglars' fear of homeowners' firearms.

Finally, your victim disarmament colleagues won't admit to you that
in every state that has passed "shall issue" concealed carry permit bills, vi-
olent crimes have dropped by about a third (which is much more than the
other states).  

The Government knows all this, but would rather deny you the right
to privately and discreetly arm yourself.  Instead, all sorts of "feel good"
victim disarmament measures are trotted out to be embraced by sincere,
but uncomprehending, voters.

For every thousand hacking at the branches of evil, only one is
hacking at the roots.

-- Emerson

The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in the insidious encroachment
by men of zeal, well-meaning but without understanding.

-- Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis

The "Wild West"
You wrote that Littleton was not the Wild West.  You're right.  The

Wild West was safer.  1880 Western U.S.A. had an average per capita
murder rate of under 2 per 100,000.  Even before Columbine, Littleton's
was higher than that.  As the late science-fiction author Robert A. Heinlein
once wrote:

An armed society is a polite society.
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The "Wild West" certainly had its wild moments, but it was as civilized as
rural America is today.  The "Wild" image is false.

The real  "Wild West" is...Washington, D.C.!
When you visited Washington, D.C., did you know that you were in

our nation's Murder Capital?  Instead of a Wild West murder rate of only 2
per 100,000 people, D.C.'s is 72 per 100,000!  But how can that be when
Washington, D.C. has a total ban on privately-owned handguns?  

"Because criminals get them from neighboring Virginia!"
Virginians can own handguns, that's right.  And, yes, criminals

often do get their illegal guns from Virginia and other neighboring or
nearby states.  

But here's what I can't figure out:  If guns cause crime, or if easy
criminal access to guns causes crime, then why doesn't Virginia suffer a

murder rate like Washington, D.C.'s?  Why is Virginia's murder rate
only 20% of D.C.'s?

Criminals in both places can get guns.  In Washington, D.C., how-
ever, law-abiding citizens cannot get guns.  Thus, they can't protect them-
selves, so they much more often get murdered.  Simple, isn't it?

Guns don't cause crime; criminals do.  And, as opportunists, crimi-
nals flourish where people are typically unarmed.

The futility of gun registration for reducing crime
As far as I've heard, the people who sold Eric and Dylan those guns

bought them legally.  Where they broke the law was by selling them to mi-
nors.  They broke a federal law which already existed!  What's to stop peo-
ple from breaking laws--making such illegal?  I'm being facetious to make
a point:  Gun laws did not stop the illegal transfer to Eric and Dylan.  More
gun laws would not have, either.  Eric's and Dylan's gun suppliers had
originally bought those guns from licensed dealers in regulated transac-
tions.  Outlawing unregulated private sales would not have prevented Er-
ic's and Dylan's actions.  

Private sales at gun shows are not the problem!
Here's something else your victim disarmament colleagues won't

tell you:  according Clinton's own 12/97 National Institute of Justice
study, only 2% of criminally-used guns came from gun shows, yet he
falsely accused the shows as being "illegal arms bazaars for criminals."
(Nice catchphrase.)
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Devon, I've been to literally dozens of gun shows throughout my
life.  Never once have I ever observed (or even heard about) an illegal
transaction.  In fact, quite the contrary.

One time, I saw three obvious gang members going to all the pri-
vate-sale tables (they usually make up only 10-20% of any show), trying to
buy a gun (which was their right, unless they were one of the "prohibited
possessors" such as felon, fugitive, etc.)  Nobody would sell them any-

thing!  Not a gun, not a holster--nothing!  They left in frustration, cursing.
This sort of thing was not the exception, it is the rule.  Gun show patrons,
buyers and sellers, are overwhelmingly honest folks.  I've never met any-
body who would sell to a criminal.  

Felons are not required to register their guns!
Since felons are prohibited from owning guns, to force their regis-

tration would be compelled self-testimony, which is an unconstitutional
violation of the 5th Amendment.  The Supreme Court ruled so in Haynes
v. U.S.  The same holds true for licensing; felons can't be forced to apply
for one, and they can't be prosecuted for not having one.

There you have it, gun registration and licensing apply only to the
law-abiding.  But, if they're law-abiding, what's the point of forcing them
to register their guns or suffer licensing?  I'll explain that mystery in just a
second.

Laws do not prevent any serious crimes, because...
...serious criminals do not obey laws in the first place!  Every nasty

criminal activity possible is already prohibited by law, so there's really no
further way to legislatively affect the criminal.  (Some psychiatrists ex-
plain insanity this way:  repeating an action over and over again with the
expectation of different results.  Restrictive laws relating to peaceful
American gunowners have never reduced crime, yet with each new law a
"different result" of crime reduction is anticipated!  Sounds crazy to me!)

Besides, it is criminals' nature to be lawless.  No legislation can
suspend or eradicate something's very nature.  Could a law successfully
make water dry, or suspend gravity?  Then why do legislators continually
pass laws and expect criminals to obey them?  They don't expect obedi-
ence from the criminals.  The only people who would possibly abide by
new gun laws are...law-abiding people.  But why regulate them further
when they were never a criminal problem to begin with?  So, why do legis-
lators still do it?  

Because after some point, laws are not written to catch existing
criminals, but to manufacture new ones.  Novelist Ayn Rand presciently
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observed this 43 years ago in Atlas Shrugged.  Here's a quote from a gov-
ernment official speaking to a businessman:

Did you really think that we want those laws to be observed?
...There's no way to rule innocent men.  The only power any
government has is in the power to crack down on criminals.  Well,

when there aren't enough criminals, one makes them.  One
declares so many things to be a crime that it becomes impossible
for men to live without breaking laws.  Who wants a nation of law-

abiding citizens?  What's there in that for anyone?

Making new "criminals" out of innocent, honest people--that's the goal of
gun control legislation.  The Government knows that most gunowners will
not register their guns (because they'll simply be confiscated later, once
the lists have been compiled), so that will justify Government's future
"War On Guns."

Regulating private sales is a hidden form of registration
The gun control politicians want to unconstitutionally regulate pri-

vate sales for the registration value.  There are over 240,000,000 guns in
the hands of 75,000,000 Americans, and the Government has no idea who
or where more than about 40% of them are.  This is very unsettling to those
in Washington.  All that hysteria about "unregulated sales at gun shows"
stems from Government's vested interest in registering all guns, so that
citizens may eventually be disarmed.  

Registration today always leads to confiscation later
"We're only asking for registration because we want to be able to

trace a stolen gun back to its rightful owner," they claim.  That's what the
City of New York told its residents years ago.  That's what Great Britain
and Australia told their citizens years ago.  And in all those places, the
government went back on its word and banned guns.  Sometimes they
(partially) reimbursed the owners, sometimes not.  Naturally, compliance
has not been 100%, so the government threatens the holdouts with 4 years
in prison and $100,000 fines.  It then uses the registration lists to go house-
to-house and forcibly steal private property.  The guns then went to the
smelters, leaving the people defenseless against the new violent crimes
that predictably followed.  (I have friends there, so I get firsthand reports.)  

Historically, governments are the worst murderers
Honest, peaceable folks don't want to register their guns, because

they properly do not trust "their" government.  And generally, they
shouldn't.  Not counting wars, in the 20th Century alone, governments
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have murdered 56 million people.  (Including wars, the total is 170 mil-
lion.)  A list of only the major actions (e.g., Stalin's starvation of Ukrainian
farmers, the Communist Chinese massacres and genocides) would liter-
ally fill an entire page!  Governments have killed far more people than
criminals ever have.

Government is the most dangerous threat to human life
 If you study the many genocides of the 20th Century, every one of

them was preceded by gun registration and confiscation.  (Visit www.jp-
fo.org for the full story on this.)  Think of it this way:  What do govern-
ments all over the world apparently have planned for people that first
requires them to be disarmed?  The prospect is very frightening to many of
us. 

Armed citizens do not allow themselves to thrown out of their
homes because they're black or Jewish.  Armed citizens do not allowed
their children to be dragged away for political "reeducation."  Armed citi-
zens do not allow themselves to be herded into cattle cars for the death
camps.  

"This is America!  That can't happen here!"
Because enough Americans believe that is precisely why it can hap-

pen here.  
It's already happening here.  Devon, when you were 10 years old,

your federal government gassed, burned, bombed, and machine-gunned
to death dozens of helpless men, women, children, and babies huddling to-
gether terrified in their own homestead church.  This was recently proven
using the Government's own videotapes and by its own agents and em-
ployees (who came forward to tell what happened).  It took years to prove
this because the FBI concealed and destroyed crucial evidence, and only a
recent court order has forced them to release some of it.

A documentary film of the massacre was made in 1997.  Waco:  The
Rules of Engagement was nominated for an Academy Award.  (To order-
 call 800-466-6868.)

A newer and even more compelling documentary is called Waco:  A
New Revelation.  (National media people got to see it in Washington, D.C.
at a special screening.  After watching it, many of them left in tears.  These
hardened reporters didn't have to "look devasted"--they were!  That's how
powerful this film is!)  Your parents can order this from MGA Films in Ft.
Collins at 877-511-4848 (www.waco-anewrevelation.com).  

The murders at Waco do not excuse the Oklahoma City bombing,
but they do shed light on the outrage felt by McVeigh and Nichols.  If only
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for that reason alone, the Waco tapes are required viewing for every Amer-
ican, especially the youth.

Raising age from 18 to 21 is unreasonable
You asserted, "If you're not responsible enough to drink alcohol,

you're not responsible enough to buy a gun."

The reason why adults under the age of 21 cannot buy alcohol in
Colorado is not because they're "not responsible enough"--it's because a
sufficient number of legislators in Denver voted it so.  And there's a differ-
ence!  (Politicians have decreed all sorts of nonsense:  that the world was
flat, and that black people could be enslaved.  What makes you think their
opinion on a proper drinking age has automatic validity?)  The day any up-
coming generation takes the actions of politicians as credible evidence of
truth or reality is a day of mourning.  Perhaps it has been an impressive ex-
perience for you to have met national politicians (including the president),
but hang around with them long enough and the awe will wear off, believe
me.  

Personally, I favor lowering the drinking age to 18.  If 18 year olds
are old enough to enter into binding contracts, vote, and die for their coun-
try, then denying them the right to drink seems hypocritical, at best.  (If,
however, an individual proves to be irresponsible with alcohol and causes
damage or injury, then obviously there should be proper consequences.)  

Any year of demarcation seems arbitrary to me.  I know of "chil-
dren" who are in their 30s, and "adults" (i.e., fully self-sustaining) who are
only 17.  Probably the fairest conceptual thing is to treat individuals as
adults when they behave as adults in all respects (e.g., independence,
abiding by contracts, etc.).   

Forbidding private gun sales is unreasonable
The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed
(and hence clamorous to be led to safety) by menacing it with an
endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary.

-- H.L. Mencken

First of all, please understand that the governments (State and federal)
have elbowed their regulatory way into an individual right protected
under the Constitution.  They have also convinced some of the population
that such is not only constitutionally permissible, but socially necessary
(even though less than 2% of criminals' guns come from gun shows).
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As I explained earlier, it is the constitutional right of any sane, non-
felon adult to buy, sell, or trade firearms without government permission
or delay.  When a free people allow the licensing of their rights, their Lib-
erty is in trouble.  How would you have felt if you had been required to
submit your Newsweek essay to a federal agency for approval before it
could be published?  (In many countries, such would have been manda-
tory.)

"70 to 80% of Americans support reasonable 

gun legislation"
No, they don't.  There are about 170 million American adults and

they haven't all been asked.  A sample of them were polled, and there's a
huge difference.  A sample of the population is not the same as the popula-
tion itself.

Your own figures are indistinct
Which is it, Devon, 70% or 80%?  Is it 75%?  74.8%  SAFE founder

John Head claims that it's 90%!  (Both of you wrong.)

Polls are nearly always inaccurate and misleading
Poll results are purposely skewed dozens of ways (e.g., picking a

particular ZIP code, or city, or State).  For example, those living in the
upper East side of NYC feel differently about guns than those living in the
Wyoming countryside.  

How questions are worded can shift up to 40 percentage points
from one side of an issue to another.  For example, here are just five differ-
ent ways to poll on new gun laws:

Would you support more victim disarmament, even though many
policemen have found the existing ones ineffective in reducing
crime?

Would you support more victim disarmament, even though many
policemen have found the existing ones not only ineffective in re-
ducing crime, but endangering innocent people by unconstitution-
ally infringing on their right to defend themselves against
assailants?

Would you support more gun controls?

Would you support reasonable gun controls for safer schools?
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Would you support reasonable gun controls for safer schools,
happy kids, a strong economy, and sunny weather?

I trust I make my point.  The last questions don't ask if you support the al-
leged means to the goal; what they really do is ask if you support the goal
(who wouldn't want safer schools?) and then link the "means" to the goal.  

Moral:  Polls are a seriously tricky business.  I would not recom-
mend using them to try to prove your point.  (I  haven't.)  

Even still, just because 70-80% of people favor something 

doesn't make it right, or even lawful
Democracy is not supposed to be about two wolves and a sheep de-

ciding on what's for dinner.  But that's what tends to happen over time.
The majority devours the minority.  That's why the Founding Fathers
avoided creating a democracy, and chose instead a representative repub-
lic.  

Not all laws are equal
There are two kinds of crimes:

mala in se wrongs evil in themselves (e.g., murder, rape)

mala prohibita wrongs prohibited (e.g., speeding on the highway)

The Ten Commandments prohibit mostly mala in se crimes.  All mala in

se crimes have long since been outlawed.  What has been keeping law-
makers busy for generations is creating mala prohibita.  Gun laws merely
decree things and activities (which are not evil in themselves) to be
"crimes."  See the difference?  Owning a post-1994 "assault weapon" or
an unregistered machine gun are clearly mala prohibita.  

People don't obey mala prohibita (such as speeding on the high-
way) out of guilt; they obey out of fear.  So, instead of laws dealing only
with mala in se and thus enjoying the moral high ground, modern regula-
tions (especially the gun regs) are evil interferences of harmless activities,
enforced by thugs.  A very wise Roman (Tacitus) once wrote:

The more numerous the laws, the more corrupt the State.

I'd rather respect my Government than fear it.  How about you?  

What's "legal" is not necessarily right

What's right is very often "illegal"
Adolf Hitler gained office in 1933 through an honestly won elec-

tion.  He legally used his emergency powers to constitutionally dispense
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with the legislature.  Then he set up a police state.  The Nazi's quickly en-
acted restrictive gun registration:

The most foolish mistake we could possibly make would be to allow
the subject race to possess arms.  History shows that all
conquerers who have allowed their subject races to carry arms
have prepared their own downfuall by doing so.

-- Adolf Hitler (from Hitler's Secret Conversations, p.403)

As "good, law-abiding Germans," they complied.  And, as we all know,
Nazi police did become "more efficient."  They became highly "efficient"
in separating Jews and many other minorities from society, and packing
them into ghettos.  These people were then rounded up at gunpoint,
stuffed into cattle cars for distant death camps in Poland, and systemati-
cally murdered.  

This was all done according to German law and the popular sup-
port of at least 70% of the people.  But was it right?  

Just a few generations ago, over 50% of Americans sincerely be-
lieved that Africans were subhumans fit for slavery.  The Congress, the
President, and the Supreme Court agreed.  But was it right?  

No, none of it was right.  And neither is "reasonable gun legisla-
tion."  Here's why:

Individual rights are not  subject to collective  permission.

When they become so, that society exchanges a rule of law for a rule of
men, and then it's finished.  While we have rejected the folly of one man (a
king) ruling many, we have forgotten ancient Greece's folly of many (a
democratic majority) ruling the few, or the one.  Evil is evil, whether en-
forced by one despot (monarchy) or by a multitude of despots (democra-
cy).  

Political fairness is not achieved by 51% outvoting the other 49%.
It is achieved by keeping law at the State and county levels, thus allowing
differing philosophies to each have their own haven.  I don't want to rule
other folks, and I don't want them to rule me.  That used to be America.

Nazi victim disarmament laws were copied here in 1968!
If what I'm about to share with you doesn't totally shock you, then

you might have to check your pulse.
Aaron Zelman of Jews for the Preservation of Fireams Ownership

got a copy of the entire text of the 1938 Nazi gun laws, translated them,
and reprinted them side by side with our "Gun Control Act" of 1968.  Its
organization and phraseology were nearly identical!  "Thanks" to Sen-
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ator Dodd, our Congress in 1968 used Nazi laws, even down to that insidi-
ous (and constitutionally irrelevant) concept of requiring guns to have a
"legitimate sporting purpose." 

For example, the Nazi Weapons Law (18 March 1938; º 25(1))
forbade the manufacture and importation of firearms which:  "fold-down,
break-down, are collapsible, or are dismantled--beyond the common
limits of hunting activities..."  

Similarly, our "Gun Control Act" of 1968 (at 18 USC º 925(d)(3))
permits the importation of firearms only if they are "of a type...generally
recognized particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting pur-
poses."  Further, our "Crime Bill" of 1994 forbids the manufacture and im-
portation of semi-auto rifles and shotguns with a "folding or telescoping
stock."  

Sound familiar?
The Nazi Weapons Law (sections 15, 25, 26) vested the power to

decide the fitness of weapons (and their owners) in the unelected
bureaucracy and the Nazi courts. 

The "Gun Control Act" of 1968 (at 18 USC 925(d)) also purports to
vest the power to determine whether a firearm has a "sporting purpose" in
the Secretary of Treasury, in the unelected BATF bureaucracy, and in the
federal courts.

Sound familiar?
Don't believe me on this.  Get Gateway to Tyranny from JPFO

(www.jpfo.org; 800-869-1884).  Show it to SAFE founder John Head.
He's an attorney; I'd like to see him try to explain away all this as a "coinci-
dence."

The National Instant Criminal Background Check System
In a 15 May 1998 letter to the BATF regarding the proposed

NICBC system, Aaron Zelman of the Jews for the Preservation of
Firearms Ownership (www.jpfo.org) wrote:

It is an undisputed fact that the overwhelming majority of  firearms
owners are not violent criminals or firearms abusers.  The proposed
de facto national registration plan therefore is largely irrelevant to
crime detection or prevention. The plan must have some other

purpose.  The effects of the national "instant check" system are:

1) to register nationally as many firearms owners as possible  with-
out their knowing assent,

2) to accustom Americans to federal government intrusion into their
minute daily affairs,
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3) to stigmatize firearms as dangers to society requiring federal
control,

4) to stigmatize firearms owners as criminal suspects needing  fed-
eral monitoring and control,

5) to serve as an intermediate step toward total federal control  of
firearms ownership, and

6) to pave the way for future firearms confiscation and/or future
persecution of firearms owners.

The national "instant check" regulations proposed by the BATF
eerily follow the path of Nazi Germany. In his scholarly account of
how the Nazi German government accomplished the Holocaust,
Richard Lawrence Miller identified the five step process of geno-
cide:

The 5-step process of genocide
From Nazi Justiz:  Law of the Holocaust, p.3:

1) Identification/registration of targeted group as public menace.

2) Ostracism of the targeted persons.

3) Confiscation of property of the targeted persons.
4) Geographical concentration of the targeted persons.

5) Annihilation of the targeted persons.

"Gun control" historically leads to genocide
Simkin also wrote a second book called Lethal Laws which shows

that all modern genocides were preceded by gun bans.  As he once said,
"How is it physically possible that so many people could be murdered in a
so short a time by a mere handful of oppressors?  The answer is gun con-

trol.  You cannot have a genocide without having gun control."
Simkin sent copies to the President and every Congressmen, Sena-

tor, and Supreme Court Justice.  Silence from all but a few of those 545
government "leaders."  Simkin also sent the evidence to the major media.
(They ignored it.  They had to.)

Now do you understand why gunowners get pretty upset when talk
of more "reasonable gun legislation" is casually mentioned?  They know
the historical end result of such is death.  

Schindler armed his Jews after Germany's surrender
The movie Schindler's List left out a crucial part of the true story:

Before his factory floor speech upon Germany's surrender, Oskar
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Schindler distributed rifles to dozens of Jews!  Director Steven Spielberg,
no friend of our right to self-defense, pointedly chose not to dramatize
this!  (When asked why he supported "gun control" even though he owns
many machine guns, Spielberg replied, "That's for them!")

The Constitution
Because of Article V, the Constitution is very difficult to change,

for a good reason.  Since just 13 States (regardless of size) can prevent the
adoption of any amendment, it is expressly undemocratic.  This was so de-
signed on purpose.  We were to have the benefit of honest and moral law
for the ages, which transcended changing popular opinion and the mood
of the day.  Only when 38 of the 50 States feel strongly enough on an issue,
is the Constitution (including the 2nd Amendment) allowed to be
amended.

Congress and the President are illegally trying to amend, if not
abolish, part of the Constitution through legislation.  

Gun violence and children
Yes, I've also read that 13 young people die every day in this coun-

try from gun violence.  But why?  Who are they?  First of all, that statistic
has been enlarged by including young adults up to 19 years of age.  When
the Jews for the Preservation for Firearms Ownership challenged the fig-
ure, Sarah Brady of HCI lowered it to 11.56.  (Visit www.jpfo.org/alert, 6
March 2000, for the full story.)

Second, most of the deaths are from suicides and gang-related mur-
ders.  The manner of death (from a gun) is incidental to the real issues of
suicides and gang violence.  

Tragedies such as Columbine are the ultra-rare exception, but even
still, the guns involved are incidental.  If they are not, then why is nobody
demanding that propane bottles like the ones which Eric and Dylan used
be banned for everyone?  

Kids-with-guns are not the problem.  There have always been guns
in schools, such as rifle teams, hunting safety classes, ROTC, and .30-30
Winchesters in high-schoolers' pickups.  

Guns are not at fault; guns are simply being misused.  The problem

is bad kids with guns.  We're seeing a dramatic increase in the number
and viciousness of troubled kids.  What's creating all these highly dis-
turbed youths who are dousing sleeping parents with gasoline, shoving el-
derly people down stairs, and shooting up their high schools in a blaze of
suicide?
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Columbine does not justify further gun restrictions
If I or any other gunowner had been in a position to stop Eric and

Dylan, we would have tried, just like Assistant Principal Joel Myrick did
in Pearl, Mississippi.  But the fact that too few honest folks are daily armed
does not justify insisting on their further disarmament.  Because Eric and
Dylan chose to criminally use firearms, why are America's 75,000,000
lawful gunowners being unfairly linked to this tragedy?

The warning signals were there...
Why did two obviously disturbed and seethingly angry boys get no

help in time?  Dylan was your friend.  Didn't you at least sense that he was
so troubled?  Did you think that Eric was a healthy friend for Dylan?  If
not, did you ever tell him?

As you wrote, "But someone had to make monsters out of them."
Well, just who did, and how can we prevent them from making more?
Parents are (or at least should be) responsible for the diets (body, mind,
and spirit) of their kids.  On this point, I'm very curious why nobody is ask-
ing:

Why didn't  the Harris and Klebold families vigorously prevent
their own son's poisonous interests, such as extremely violent

video games and websites?

Why is nearly every commentator on Columbine "hacking at the
branches of evil" and leaving the roots untouched?

"Gun control" helps massacres to succeed
Analyzing history's mass murders for common criteria has proven

very illuminating.  There is a formula, and it is nearly 100% accurate.  It is
this:

Person with evil intent to kill many people

+ Any deadly weapon
+ Guarantee that the intended victims can’t fight back

+ Expectation that the police won't prevent the killing

= Mass murder

The formula "worked" in Littleton, it worked on 2 November 1999 in
Hawaii at the Xerox building--it has worked nearly every time it has been
tried.  The "gun free school zones" are places where mass murderers know
they won't be resisted.  (Conversely, they don't go to gun shows, police
stations, or military bases--do they?)  Disarming ordinary Americans isn't
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the answer--it is the problem!  (Declaw your housecat and see how long
she lasts in the wild.)  

THE  RISK  OF  MORE  GUN  CONTROL

That the United States was born out of an armed rebellion fueled, in
large part, by resentment over excessive taxation is a bit of history
that makes statists extremely uncomfortable.  It should,
therefore, come as no surprise that congressmen and senators
who dream of an ever-expanding welfare state consistently vote to
restrict individual gun ownership or even ban the production of
certain classes of firearms.

As we enter the 21st Century, rates of taxation have reached
oppressive levels.  To statists (who seek only to expand
government power), growing resentment on the part of people who
work, produce wealth, and pay oppressive taxes presents a serious
threat.  Disarming ordinary Americans who will be called upon to
pay ever higher taxes is seen by them as necessary to minimize
that threat.

-- Howard J. Fezell, Esq., "Early American 'Gun Control'"

www.2ndamendment.net/2amd8.html

Have you or anybody else at SAFE really analyzed what the end results of
your "reasonable gun legislation" might be?  Has anybody actually done
the "math" on all this?

As I said, there are about 240,000,000 guns in the hands of
75,000,000 Americans (nearly 1 in 2 adults, and more than the popula-
tions of Britain or France).  If the Second Amendment ever were somehow
repealed through Article V (or explicitly ignored by Congress and the
President), it would cause Civil War 2, with many States secedingCI kid
you not.

Further, even if it were somehow possible (which it's not) to elimi-
nate 99% of all lawfully-owned guns (and neutralize 99% of the gunown-
ers), that would still leave 2,400,000 guns in the hands of 750,000 very
upset citizens.  

Do you for one moment believe that those 750,000 armed people
would simply lay down?  No, they would proceed to fight and win a Sec-
ond American Revolution.  (Sure, the Government has tanks and jet air-
craft.  So did the Soviet Union when it invaded Afghanistan, and look
what happened to them.  They got waxed by untrained peasants with bolt-
action rifles.)  

Armed Americans will stay armed--period.  The gun haters are
banking on the docile cooperation of gunowners, and they're dreaming.  It
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won't happen.  What they don't appreciate is that gunowners enjoy an

actual culture.  The Government could successfully outlaw, for example,
the wearing of orange shirts, because there's no culture involved (much
less a deeply entrenched one).  Cultures, however, do not die easily-- espe-
cially when they can and will defend themselves. 

Devon, you must understand how very seriously tens of millions of
Americans view their God-given right to self-protection from criminals
and tyrannical government.  They have been putting up with your so-
called "reasonable gun legislation" for as long as your grandparents have
been alive, and they are not going along with any more of it.  

They are tired of hearing from professional media liars (e.g., Dan
Rather, 2 August 1999 CBS Evening News) that the Second Amendment
does not protect an individual right, when these same hypocrites have no
problem owning and using guns themselves (e.g., with his semi-auto
Browning shotgun, Dan Rather scared away burglars from his home on 8
April 1972).

American gunowners have been squeezed for two generations, and
we've arrived at the irreducible core.  There will be no more "compromis-
es."  They've been doing that since 1934.  

They are sick and tired of excessive taxes, crushing and contradic-
tory regulations, and a haughty, unaccountable Government which scoffs
at both the Constitution and its own laws.  Trying to take away their guns
will be the last straw.  My advice is to leave the 75,000,000 law-abiding
American gunowners alone.  They are a sleeping giant that you don't want
to awaken.  

They will never meekly disarm as the Brits and Australians have,
and as the Canadians are about to.  Never.  (Oh, some might disarm, but
not enough.  Not 99%--not even 50%.)

It's your choice
He who will not reason is a bigot; he who cannot is fool; and he
who dares not is a slave.

-- William Drummond

So, Devon, how far do you want to push for more victim disarmament
which does not affect criminals, costs innocent people their lives, is un-
constitutional, and increasingly alienates 75,000,000 peaceable but
armed citizens from the Government?  

Further 2nd Amendment violations are a big mistake.  They may be
the biggest mistake a foolish America ever commits.  Do you really want
that on your conscience?

There's a book I highly recommend (but not to young people be-
cause it's R-rated) called Unintended Consequences by John Ross.  I can
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summarize its 861 pages for you:  Quit squeezing something that's not
even a pimple (though you think it is), or else it will soon turn into a very
messy boil.

One book I can recommend to you is The Mitzvah.  It's a tiny paper-
back and easy to read.  Get it from www.jpfo.org.

Think this through some more--a lot more
Although 17 years of age is young enough to "know everything," it

is not old enough to know everything.  Alexander Pope once wrote, "A lit-
tle learning is a dangerous thing."  People with no knowledge don't act or
express opinions because they can't.  People with a little knowledge are
suddenly imbued with huge moral convictions, usually ill-founded.  

Devon, please consider all sides to the gun issue before you commit
yourself to any train of thought (much less, a course of action).  I ask this
of you, not only in my interests, but in yours.  Life is too short to be led
through the nose by catchphrases and false alternative arguments, and
you're barely old enough to know that it's happening to you.  But it is.

Finally, please keep this in mind...
I can't begin to explain to any high-schooler how much they will

change over their next 10 years.  (I'm sure that any parent would agree with
me!)  The younger one is, the more one should keep complex issues "on a
shelf" for lots of pondering.  

Don't be insulted by this.  I mean no insult, as this letter was written
with respect and courtesy.  I know that you take your feelings on guns very
seriously, but given that you are but 6 years out of the 6th grade and still
supported by your parents, I (who have been an adult longer than you have
been alive) necessarily have a different perspective. 

O.K., I'm done writing
Thank you for reading my letter.  I didn't plan on it being so long,

but I wanted to clearly and thoroughly make my points.   I spent quite liter-
ally an entire day (and a beautiful sunny one, at that!) writing to you, and
that's a lot of valuable time for a professional author.  I mention this not to
impress you with how important I think I am, but how important I think
you are.  

If you and your family have never attended a gun show to see what
all the (needless) fuss is about, I will be happy to be your guide.  (Denver
has a show nearly every month.)  You all would meet some really nice peo-
ple, and they would no doubt like to personally express their sadness at
Littleton's tragedy, and reassure you of the fact that they do everything
they can to prevent criminals from getting guns. 
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Further, if you and your family have never shot a gun before, I offer
to take you all to the range for an afternoon to show you the basics of
safety and handling.  (There's a good chance that you'd even find it fun!)
I've taught dozens of people over the years, and am regarded as a very
good instructor.  (Even if one chooses not to own a gun, one should still
know how to safely handle and unload them.)

Was my letter at least more interesting than your homework?  (If so,
then I accomplished something!)

I hope that you will give me the courtesy of a full reply.

Very truly yours,

Kenneth W. Royce
P.S.  I've always liked this quote:

The mind will be governed.  If it finds no government within it will
embrace whatever government offers itself from without  (by oth-
ers).

-- R. Mitchell, The Underground Grammarian

I wish you a long and happy life of good self-government.
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